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All of them were comrades and this reunion was a very emotional one.

When this team appeared in the Lambert family’s hall, Nigel shuddered. From their outfits, it was not
difficult to guess that these people were the warriors guarding the borders of the country!

Such a group of people had suddenly appeared in the Lambert family. By the looks of it, they were also
on very good terms with Philip.

In a flash, Nigel could guess most of it. His respect for Philip intensified!

Philip Clarke was really not an ordinary person!

The group of people just stood there while the person in charge spoke to Philip.

“Teacher already knew about it and sent us here to support you.”

The man in the lead was called Charlie Hash and his position in the Dragon Warriors was not low. His
skills and experience were definitely at the forefront!

Even if Josh Clancy fought with him, he would lose.

Philip nodded and motioned for them to sit down and rest. It was pretty tiring to stand and talk.

“Charlie, is the teacher near Cloudside now?” Philip asked with a smile.

It had been a long time since they met and Philip missed him.

Charlie smiled and said, “No, he has gone to Country M to participate in a seminar. We’re watching the
situation here.”

Philip nodded and continued, “I believe you know the situation. I now suspect that someone
deliberately kidnapped my daughter and wants to use my daughter to lure me over. And the facts
seem to point in the same direction. We’re out in the open while the other party is operating in the
dark. There are many things to this that it’s not convenient for me to deal with the issue directly, so I
need your help to prepare for it.”

Charlie said somberly, “Don’t worry. Now that we’re here, you can leave everything to us and we can
handle it easily. No one is more familiar with Cloudside than us.”

Philip smiled and turned around to introduce, “This is Nigel Lambert, the richest man in Cloudside and
also the person I had previously arranged for in secret. You can liaise with him on most things.”

Charlie and the others smiled as they glanced at Nigel, nodding as a greeting.

Nigel also greeted them and looked respectful.

“Now, let us discuss the plan for the transaction that’s to take place in Imperial Jade Quarry in three
days. I think this Chester Ludwig is not simple. I need some of you to help me scout around and check



the details of this person. Of course, I’ve already arranged for someone to do it, but I need information
on other aspects…”

Philip took out the map of the Imperial Jade Quarry that Nigel had someone draw and conferred with
the Dragon Warriors.

About half an hour later, everyone reached a consensus. Charlie got up and said, “Philip, Mila is the
darling of the Dragon Warriors. Although we’ve never seen her, she’s the little angel in our hearts. You
can rest assured that this time, no matter who dares to make a move against Mila will be in trouble
with the Dragon Warriors!”

Philip nodded and bumped fists with Charlie.

Soon, Charlie and the others left the Lambert family.

At the door, a figure hiding in a dark corner was keeping a close eye on the Lambert family’s
movements.

When he saw a group of men in green battle uniforms coming out of the door, he panicked before
quickly turning around to leave. He was pulling out the phone in his pocket to dial a number.

However…

Snap!

A footstep in the rain puddle suddenly sounded in front of him.

He raised his head. Before he had time to see the other person’s appearance, his neck was hit by a
hand strike and he fell straight to the ground, unconscious!

“Take him away!”

A cold voice was heard in the rain.

This person was taken away by Charlie and his gang.

…

The view shifted to a village outside Cloudside.

A figure dragged his leg that was drenched with blood while carrying a little girl with a high fever who
had blood on her face. He appeared in the village.

At once, the dogs started barking.

Dan ran to a cottage with a tightly shut door and knocked on the door, but no one answered!

He knocked on the doors of several houses consecutively before finally stopping in front of a short
cottage house.

After knocking for a while, an old man with an umbrella opened the door.

When he saw the blood-covered Dan standing at the door with the child in his arms, he almost fainted
in fright!



“Wife, come out and give me a hand!”

The old man shouted and quickly helped Dan in.

Ten minutes later, Dan had changed into a clean set of clothes that belonged to the old man’s son.
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